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Slovenia
Population: 2,032,362 (end 2008)
Capital: Ljubljana
Area: 20,273 sq. km.
Language: Slovenian
Religion (main): Roman Catholic
GDP per capita: EUR 18,367 (2008)
Life expectancy: 76
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Experience of Slovenia in joining the euro
• Issues covered
–
–
–
–
–

Payment systems reform
Euro changeover
SEPA challenges
Current situation
Lessons (to be) learned
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Payment systems reform
• For a long time Slovenian banks did not see payments as
their core business - until 1998 majority of payments
processing was "outsourced" to a State "Agency for
payments" (relict of a previous economic system)
• Banka Slovenije (as the central bank) took over the
leadership in 1994 and leaded the reform with banks only
following – trusting into the knowledge and competence
of the central bank
– No real banks' initiative at that time
– Important for the future projects when Banka Slovenije wanted
banks to be in a driver's seat
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Payment systems reform (cont.)
• Main objective was to migrate payment services into
competitive environment of commercial banks (from the
former state Agency for payments)
• RTGS principles introduced for large value and urgent
payments (1998) – implemented in Banka Slovenije
• Designated net settlement system for retail payments
(1998) – implemented in Banka Slovenije
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Payment systems reform (cont.)
• Results of the payment systems reform
– Competition introduced in payments market
– All banks (even the smallest) got used to be direct participants in
payment systems
– SWIFT standards introduced in the interbank domain
– IBAN and BIC made popular
– Increased use of e-banking (today more than 95% of corporate
payments) - possibility to link e-banking to back-office
applications
– Very fast payments (retail credit payments 5 times a day)
– High STP rate

• Reform completed in 2002 – but developments never
stop!
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Euro changeover
• Convergence criteria determined in Article 121 of the
Treaty establishing the EC
• Refer to
–
–
–
–

Price stability
Balanced public finances
Currency exchange rates
Long-term interest rates
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• Masterplan for the euro changeover adopted by Banka
Slovenije and Government of the Republic of Slovenia in
January 2005 (later updated)
• Included
– General part (organisation and coordination of actions;
alternative scenarios; phases of introduction; public relations)
– Legal framework ("umbrella law" introducing the necessary
changes with one law; legal harmonisation with the Treaty
establishing the EC and the ECB/ESCB Statute; regulations
relating and based on to the currency unit)
– Standards of good practice (charges; transparency; dual pricing;
supplying the euro; exchange of banknotes and coins)
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• Coordinating Committee for Technical Preparations to
Introduce Euro was established
– Co-chaired by Banka Slovenije and the Ministry of Finance
– Including the Ministry of the Economy, the Statistical Office of the
Republic of Slovenia, the Securities Market Agency, the
Insurance Supervision Agency, the Central Securities Clearing
Corporation, the Ljubljana Stock Exchange, the Slovenian
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Bank Association of
Slovenia and the Slovenian Insurance Association.
– The Chamber of Crafts, Slovenian Consumers' Association and
Slovenian Institute of Auditors joined later.
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• Decision for the Big Bang scenario – simultaneous
introduction of scriptural money and cash with a short
dual circulation phase
• Experience of other countries that have successfully
adopted the euro took into account – with two major
differences
– Pre-entry period only lasted a few months
– Euro cash already existed
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• Standards of good practice for the introduction of the
euro (most interesting)
– Charges: the euro and national currency are "two sides of the
same coin" – same cost in either currency and no cost of
conversion
– Dual display: voluntary from June 2005, mandatory from the start
of pre-entry period
– Other (encouraging use of the euro; supplying the euro;
exchange of banknotes and coins; supervision; informing the
public)
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• White Paper of Banka Slovenije
– Internal document
– Preparations for the exchange of tolars for euros (PROJECTS:
exchanging banknotes and coins; TARGET connection;
adaptation of IT and business processes; public relations)
– Preparations for participation in the activities of the Eurosystem
(TASKS: adjusting instruments and collateral; adjusting reporting
requirements; adjusting accounting; transfer and management of
foreign currency reserves; ECB capital subscription; IT support)
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• Time table (1)
–
–
–
–
–

1 May 2004 – EU entry
28 June 2004 – ERM2 entry – central parity fixed 1EUR = 239,640SIT
11 July 2006 – Fulfilment of convergence criteria
15 December 2006 – start of the sale of "starter kits"
1 January 2007 (most suitable date – start of business and fiscal
year) – introduction of the euro
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• Changeover (itself)
– Last day for banks' operation in tolars (bank counters, e-banking,
phone banking) Friday 29 December 2006
– ATMs stopped functioning at 9 pm on 31 December 2006 until a
few minutes past midnight on 1 January 2007 (ca. 65% of ATMs
ready)
– POSs – only short break in operation (a few minutes before
midnight until a few minutes past midnight)
– 42 branch offices of banks open 1 and 2 January 2007
– Conversion of the balance in customers' bank accounts
automatically performed
– New paper payment orders introduced (currency; colour)
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• Slovenian euro coins
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• Time table (2)
– 14 January 2007 – end of double circulation (small monetary area
and experience in currency changes; in double circulation period
not permitted to pay out in tolars)
– 28 February 2007 – end of exchange of tolars at banks (free of
charge)
– 31 December 2016 – end of exchange of tolar coins in Banka
Slovenije (free of charge) – banknotes unlimited
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• TARGET / TARGET2
– A euro area NCB needs to be direct TARGET participant –
monetary policy
– Slovenian banks connected to TARGET (via Deutsche Bundesbank
RTGSplus system) already in 2005 – s.c. "remote participation"
– Similar functionality as the tolar RTGS system
– One task was completed in advance
– With introduction of the euro only banks' status in the system has
changed and domestic system ceased to operate
– TARGET2-Slovenija from November 2007
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Euro changeover (cont.)
• Retail payment system
– During the New Year holidays only the (currency) settings were
changed
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SEPA challenges
• The famous statement:
"The introduction of the euro (as the single currency of
the countries of the euro area) will be completed only
when the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) becomes a
reality, that is, when individuals and corporations are
able to make cashless payments from a single account
anywhere in the euro area using a single set of payment
instruments as easily, efficiently and safely as they can
make them today at the national level."
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• SEPA project at the EU level started in 2002 (European
Payments Council being established)
• Slovenia only joined the EU in May 2004
– EU membership opened doors for Slovenian banking sector to
join the EPC as a full member
– 2 years of the design phase already "lost" at that time
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• What has happened?
– Until 2004 SEPA seemed to many banks just an "idea"
– When idea started to become reality, banks were busy with the
introduction of euro
– Slovenian banks were simply late

• But: Banks were expected to run the project!
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• Slovenian banks EPC members from 2004 via the Bank
Association
– Bank Association itself always understaffed in payments area
– All representatives in working and support groups of the EPC
come from commercial banks, representing Bank Association
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• Banks organised themselves under the umbrella of the
Bank Association
– Banks providing human resources and (additional) financing
– Bank Association providing "logistics"
– Working and support groups established, reflecting the EPC
organisation - chairpersons being representatives in the EPC
working bodies
– National SEPA Programme published in February 2007 as "the

groundwork for the banking community to make the commitment
to establish the SEPA within the determined and tentative
deadlines" (www.sepa.si)
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• Organisation

BA Supervisory Board
SEPA Steering Committee

Other stakeholders'
representatives

Payments Committee
National SEPA
forum

National SEPA Implementation
Committee

Banks, Banka
Slovenije, Ministry of
Finance

SEPA office
Project Coordination

Working groups
CT

DD

cards

cash

new
payment
order

Support groups
standards

AOS

testing

communication

legal
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• Role of Banka Slovenije
– Responsibilities according to the EU Treaty, Statute of the ESCB
and ECB, Banka Slovenije Act
– Goal: to promote the smooth operation of payment systems
(safety & efficiency)
– Also user of payment services - being bank of the State / public
administration
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• Banka Slovenije acting as a catalyst
– Observers in the working and support groups under auspices of
Bank Association
– Internal SEPA WG – discussing Policy design at the ESCB/EC/EPC
level and policy implementation at the National level
– Members of the SEPA WG observes in the working and support
groups of the National SEPA project
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• SEPA infrastructure - Reachability is the key
– Ability to send and to receive
– Banks adhering to a SEPA scheme need to connect (directly /
indirectly) to a PE-ACH or to a domestic ACH providing a link to a
PE-ACH
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• Slovenian banks decided for implementation of a new
national infrastructure to process SCT and SDD
• SEPA should lead to consolidation, shouldn't it?
– Common schemes allow for separation of schemes and
processing
– There were offers from foreign CSMs to process Slovenian
payments
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• However!
– Banks and their clients were used to a high level of service (cost
effectiveness, speed, reliability and efficient Help-desk)
– Banks have seen the domestic ACH as a springboard for the
development of other inter-bank services (e.g. e-invoicing)
– Institutional aspect seemed to be of vital importance
– Banks wanted to keep direct influence on the decisions taken
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• SEPA Infrastructure for Retail Payments (SIMP) - the
concept
– A completely new system for processing national and crossborder SCTs and SDDs
– National ("community") payments processed within-the-system
(multilateral netting, settlement via TARGET2)
– Cross-border payments processed according to the rules of the
relevant PE-ACH – STEP2-SCT (in absence of a CSM-to-CSM
connection - via Banka Slovenije)
– Went live for cross-border SCTs in February 2009 and for
national SCTs in March 2009
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SEPA challenges (cont.)
• SIMP operated by Bankart Ltd. (domestic ACH)
– Owned by commercial banks
– Primary role in cards transactions processing (being the largest
of 3 domestic processing centres)
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Current situation
• SEPA credit transfers
– All banks active in payments market adhered to the SCT scheme
from 28 January 2008
– Reachable via EBA STEP2-SCT payment system
– Migration of cross-border payments started in January 2008, SCT
counting for ca. 25%
– Migration of national credit transfers started in March 2009,
reaching 42% in August (high above SEPA average)
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Current situation (cont.)
• SEPA credit transfers – Universal Payment Order
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Current situation (cont.)
• SEPA direct debits
– Will be introduced only in November 2010

• SEPA cards
– SEPA standards awaited
– Three national general purpose card schemes (Two co-branded
with international schemes)
– EMV migration well underway (mid 2009: 95% of debit cards, 61%
of credit cards, 77% of ATMs and 73% of POSs)

• Cheques
– Negligible use since cheques are not guaranteed any more
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Current situation (cont.)
• Legislation
– PSD implemented in the new Payment Services and Systems Act
(already being translated in English – available soon!)
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Lessons (to be) learned
• Communicate!
– Need for an open and frequent communication with all relevant
stakeholders

• Organize a formal project!
– Ensure professional project management
– Ensure regular reporting and monitoring

• Involve appropriate people!
– Important to involve stakeholders' management at Board level
– Establish s.c. "co-ordinators"
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Lessons (to be) learned (cont.)
• Get commitment!
– Stakeholders need to commit (in written) to the project in terms
of finance, human resources and moral support

• Build on others' experience!
– No need to invent solutions already working
– Reflect the international organisation at home (e.g. EPC)
– Central bankers are always willing to help other central bankers
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Lessons (to be) learned (cont.)
• Do not hesitate!
– You can implement solutions even not being obliged to (e.g. SEPA
standards – considering investment cycle)
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How can we help?
• We have started from the legacy common to all countries
of ex-Yugoslavia
• We have walked the way to euro currency and SEPA

• Banka Slovenije is willing and pleased to share
experience with other central banks
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Thank you for your attention!

Simon Anko
Assistant Director of Payment and Settlement Systems Department
Banka Slovenije / Bank of Slovenia
Slovenska cesta 35
SI – 1000, Ljubljana
Simon.Anko@bsi.si
www.bsi.si
www.sepa.si
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